READMISSION POLICY

A candidate for readmission to Bloomsburg University is an individual who was admitted and attended the University as a degree seeking student. A readmission applicant is defined as one who failed to enroll for a semester, withdrew, or was academically or socially dismissed from Bloomsburg University.

Readmitted students are responsible for the graduation requirements and academic policies which exist at the time of re-entrance.

The Director of Admissions may require an applicant for readmission to file a letter containing such supplementary information as is needed for proper consideration.

Students under academic dismissal are ineligible for readmission for one calendar year. They should present evidence of successful achievement at another college or university as part of their application for readmission.

Applications for readmission are reviewed individually. Decisions are based upon such factors as previous level of achievement, reasons for withdrawal; the candidate’s potential for successfully completing a degree program, positive social review, and institutional capacity.

DEADLINES:  Spring Semester – December 1; Summer Semester – April 1; Fall Semester – July 1.

PROCESS OF READMISSION

1. Complete and file the application for readmission to the Admissions Office at address below.

2. Submit an official transcript if you have attended another college or university since leaving Bloomsburg.

3. Submit a letter from your physician stating the status of your health if you withdrew for medical reasons.

4. Secure a clearance from the Director of Center for Counseling and Human Development if you withdrew for psychological reasons.

5. A personal interview may be required as circumstances warrant.

THE ABOVE STEPS MUST BE COMPLETED BEFORE ACTION CAN BE TAKEN ON YOUR APPLICATION. COMPLETION OF ALL ADMISSIONS PROCEDURES IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE APPLICANT.

Room 104 - Warren Student Services Center, Bloomsburg University, 400 E Second St., Bloomsburg, PA 17815

REV. 06/08/11
APPLICATION FOR READMISSION

Students who have attended Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania and who are eligible to return may request readmission by completing this form and returning it to the Director of Admissions.

Name: ____________________________________   ID # or SS #: __________________  Date of Birth:   ___/___/___  Sex (M or F) _____

Last                   First                              MI

Home Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________________

Number and Street   Town/City        State         Zip           County

Present Address (if different from above) _____________________________________________________________________________

E-Mail Address: _______________________________________________________  Telephone # ______________________________

Are your previous college records listed under another name? _________            If yes, please indicate: _________________

Dates of attendance at BUP: (month and year) __________ to __________  Date of withdrawal: ___________________

Reason for withdrawal – Check all blocks applicable to your withdrawal from Bloomsburg:

☐ Required withdrawal – academic  ☐ Withdraw for medical reasons
☐ Required withdrawal – disciplinary  ☐ Required withdrawal - military
☐ Withdrew for psychological reasons as  ☐ Withdrew voluntarily
recommended by the Center for Counseling
and Human Development

Have you attended another college since withdrawal from Bloomsburg? ______ If yes, list all institutions attended. List first the last
institution of higher education you have attended or are attending.

NAME     LOCATION    DATES

___________________________  ____________________________ _______________________

___________________________  ____________________________ _______________________

NOTE: A TRANSCRIPT FROM EACH INSTITUTION MUST BE RECEIVED BEFORE YOUR APPLICATION WILL BE
REVIEWED.

Have you been disciplined at any other institution of higher education for improper conduct since your withdrawal from Bloomsburg?

Yes ☐ No ☐. If yes please explain!
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

I am seeking readmission as a:  ☐ Full-time       ☐ Part-time student
Semester for which you are applying:  ☐ Fall       ☐ Spring       ☐ Summer       _____ Year

College in which you were enrolled while a student at BUP: __________________________________________________________

College ____________  Program Description ______________________ and Program Code ____________ for which you are now applying.

Do you plan to:  ☐ Live on campus       ☐ Live in town       ☐ Commute
Are you a:  ☐ U.S. Citizen       ☐ PA Resident       ☐ Veteran

Date                Signature
# Curriculum Codes

### UC Obst Undergraduate College of Business
- Bus Admin*Accounting BSBA ............................................. ACCGT-BSBA
- Bus Admin*Finance BSBA .................................................... FINAN-BSBA
- Bus Admin*Info & Technology Management BSBA ................. ITM-BSBA
- Bus Admin*Management BSBA ........................................... MGMT-BSBA
- Bus Admin*Marketing BSBA ............................................... MKTNG-BSBA
- PTE*Business Education (teaching business subjects at K-12 levels) .......................................................... PTEUSEDBED

### UC OED Undergraduate College of Education
- ASL/English Interpreting BS ................................................. ASL-BS
- PTE*Early Childhood (PK-4) ................................................. PTEPK-4
- PTE*Early Childhood (PK-4) w/Deaf/HOH .................. PTEPK-4SCH
- PTE*Mid Level*Lang Arts w/Deaf/HOH .................. PTEMLADH
- PTE*Mid Level*Lang Arts (4-8) .............................................. PTEMLLANG
- PTE*Mid Level*Math (4-8) .................................................... PTEMLMATH
- PTE*Mid Level*Science (4-8) ............................................... PTEMLSCI
- PTE*Mid Level*Sec Studies(4-8) ........................................... PTEMLSOCST
- PTE*Sec Ed*Biology ............................................................... PTESEBIO
- PTE*Sec Ed*Citizenship (History) .......................................... PTESECIT
- PTE*Sec Ed*Earth and Space Science .................................. PTESESS
- PTE*Secondary Ed*Chemistry ........................................... PTESECHM
- PTE*Secondary Ed*Comm ................................................... PTESECOMM
- PTE*Secondary Ed*English .................................................. PTESEENG
- PTE*Secondary Ed*French .................................................. PTESEFRE
- PTE*Secondary Ed*German ................................................ PTESEGER
- PTE*Secondary Ed*Mathematics .......................................... PTESEMATH
- PTE*Secondary Ed*Physics ............................................... PTESEPHYS
- PTE*Secondary Ed*Spanish .............................................. PTESESPP
- PTE*Spec Ed(PK-4/Early Child(PK-4) .................................... PTESEEPK4
- PTE*Spec Ed(PK-3/Early Child(PK-3)*Deaf/HOH ... PTESEEEDD

### UC COLA Undergraduate College of Liberal Arts
- Anthropology BA ............................................................. ANTHRO-BA
- Art History BA ............................................................... ARTHIST-BA
- Art Studio BA ............................................................... ARTSTU-BA
- Comm Studies*Interpersonal Comm BA ................................ COMSTIR-BA
- Comm Studies*Leadership & Public Advocacy BA ............... COMSTLP-BA
- Comm Studies*Organizational Comm BA ............................. COMSTOC-BA
- Criminal Justice BA .......................................................... CRIMUS-BA
- Economics*Business BA ..................................................... ECONBUS-BA
- Economics*General BA ...................................................... ECONGEN-BA
- Economics*Political Economics BA .................................... ECONPOL-BA
- English BA ............................................................... ENGLISH-BA
- English*Creative Writing BA .............................................. ENGW-BA
- History BA .............................................................. HISTORY-BA
- Languages and Cultures*French BA .................................. NGLFR-BA
- Languages and Cultures*German BA .................................. NGLGER-BA
- Languages and Cultures*Spanish BA ................................. NGLSPA-BA
- Mass Comm*Journalism BA .................................................. MCDMJN-BA
- Mass Comm*Public Relations BA .......................................... MCCPMPR-BA
- Mass Comm*Telecommunications BA ................................. COMMTEC-BA
- Music Education Cert K-12 BA .......................................... MUSICED-BA
- Music Liberal Arts BA ..................................................... MUSICIBA-BA
- Music*Audio Video Record BA ............................................. MUSICAV-BA

### UC OLA Undergraduate College of Liberal Arts, contd.
- Philosophy BA .............................................................. PHIL-BA
- Political Science BA ...................................................... POLSCI-BA
- Pol Sci*Legal Studies Opt BA ............................................. PSLD-BA
- Pre-Social Work ............................................................. PRESOCWORK
- Psychology BA ............................................................ PSYCH-BA
- Social Work BSW ........................................................... SCLWRK-BSW
- Sociology BA ............................................................... SOC-BA
- Theatre Arts*Design BA ................................................... THARTD-BA
- Theatre Arts*Integrated BA ............................................. THARTI-BA
- Theatre Arts*Performance BA ........................................... THARTP-BA
- Undeclared ................................................................. UNDECLARED

### UC COST Undergraduate College of Science & Technology
- Biology BS ................................................................. BIO-BS
- Biology*Environment Biology BS ........................................ BIENV-BS
- Biology*Molecular Biology BS .......................................... BIOMOLE-BS
- Biology*Pre-Medical Science BS ........................................ BIPMED-BS
- Chemistry ................................................................. CHEM-BS
- Chemistry*Biochemistry BS ............................................. CHEMBIO-BS
- Chemistry*Clinical Chemistry B ......................................... CHEMCL-BS
- Chemistry*Nanotechnology BS ........................................ CHEMMAN-BS
- Digital Forensics BS ....................................................... COMPFORE-BS
- Computer Science BS ....................................................... COMPSOC-BS
- Electrical Engineering Technology BS ................................ ETECH-BS
- Engineering Science 3 + 2 ................................................ ENGSC3+2
- Environ., Geograph. & Geol.*Professional Geology BS .......... EGGPGe-BS
- Environ., Geograph. & Geol.*Environmental Geosci BS ......... EGGSVEGEO-BS
- Environ., Geograph. & Geol.*Geography & Planning BS ..... EGGGSPGEPLAN-BS
- Environ., Geograph. & Geol.*Earth & Space BS ................ EGGGSPACE-BS
- Exercise Science BS ...................................................... EXSCI-BS
- Health Physics BS ......................................................... HTHPHY-BS
- Health Sci*Pre-Physician Assistant BS .............................. HSPPR-BS
- Health Sci*Pre-Physical Therapy BS ................................. HSPPT-BS
- Health Sciences*Clinical Lab Science BS ............................ HSCLBS-BS
- Mathematics BA ........................................................... MATH-BA
- Mathematics Statistics BA ............................................. MATHSTA-BA
- Mathematics BS .......................................................... MATH-BS
- Medical Imaging BS ....................................................... MEDIM-BS
- Nursing BS ................................................................. NURS-BS
- Nursing* Licensed RN BSN ................................................ NURLRN-BSN
- Physics BS ................................................................. PHYS-BS
- Pre-Occupational Therapy .................................................. PEOCCTH
- Pre-Medicine ............................................................... PREMED-BA
- Pre-Pharmacy ............................................................... PREPHARM
- Science & Technology Undeclared ...................................... STUNDECLAR
- Speech Path & Audiology BS ............................................ SPATH-BS
- Technical Leadership BAS .................................................. TECHLEA-BS

Turn to back page to sign your application; high school counselor must complete section on back